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frictional force increases due to the frictional areas at rest
ABS1RACT
TI1e well-known friction oscillations' model representing • between bodies moving in one and the same direction
a weight fixed by a spring on an evenly moving b~d has · ,.... · EJtpedmentM on bow-string inte~actlon eeem to verify this
assumption. As is well known, oscillations of the free
i
been considered in a number of e~eriments relatmg to
bow-string interaction. Such a model contributes to our ·; string in all itM points (the string at full length) have equal
comprehe~sion of both systems principally similar i~ so far 1 frequency but different amplitudes (and hence, different
as the mechanical aspect is conr.!'!med. As the expenments ·!,! speed) because the amplitude of oscillations increases as
.
they approach the centre of the string.
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oscillations. The experiments
Fig. 1. When the ma11s of the weight counterbalances the
a schematic model. When analyzing its dynamics in the
frictional force between the bow and the string, the bow
phase plane, i.e. along the axes of dis~la~ement and ~ee~, a
will move evenly across the string producing sounds. If we
number of correlations between fnctton and osctllatJOn ·
move the bow from one point in the string to another, in the
parameters is obtained. The investigation is based on the
vicinity Of either of its ends near the support, we shall see
, concept that under continuous oscillations the lost and
that the speed of the bow depends on where it is at a
generated energies are equal. A graphic ~e.thod is .use? to
particular momc::nt, ever increasing, the further it is from
<tnalyze U1e dependence of continuous fndton osctllat•ons
the end of the string. In our. opinion there can be no other
on the relative movement speed of adjacent weights. The
explanation of thi11 phenomenon than U1at which follows:
following expressions are obtained for: 1.Terminal !peed
there must exist periodic stationery contacts (friction at
values wiU1in the limits of which continuou11 6Rcillations
rest) between the bow And the string within each oscillatory
are being generated. Generally these oscillations are
period (the oscillation frequency of the strin~ being equal
undesirable but sometimes, af! is in the case of the string
to 1,000 oscil!s). This conclusion can be confirmed by
and bow, they are UReful. 2.Actual friction power at a given
another experiment. Let us place the bow as before but with
speed and at the extreme points of the continuoua
no weight. Taking another bow we begin moving it across
oscillations' range. 3.Terminal amplitudes of oscillations.
the string a little cloeer to its centre, generating sound!!. In
In the author's -opinion the results obtained make it possible
this case while changing its direction the first bow will
to predict the beginning of coni.inuous friction oscillations
follow the movement of the second bow but with its
strictly
stop
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put
to
as
well
when designing some mechanisms as
This conclusion i!J also confirmed by
decreasing.
speed
to them by means of speed control. These result.J also
direct observations carried out by meims of up-to-date
permit the author to offer practical recommendations to
·
·
research techniques [4].
musidans playing bowed instruments relating to the sound
intensity dependence on the bow movement speed.

IN1RODUCTION
The traditional approach to the model is the following.
Frictional force developed within some speed range of
relative movement is considered to decrease with the
increa!le of speed. In other words, when the band and the
oscillating body (or the bow and the string) are moving in
one and the same direction the frictional force between
them is greater than that developed when they are moving in
opposite directions as the relative speed is m:aller. ~e
positive effect of friction prevails over the negative one (m
this model the speed of the band should exceed that of the
body) which, :.~fier all, results in the generati_o~___of
supplementary oscillation energy [ 1,2,3].
BOW-STRING EXPERIMENfS
NeY.t, we :.~re going to ghow that the rather complicated :
and not quite apparent dependence of friction on speed can_
be represented in a different way: with speed decreasing,
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Fi~ 1 Even movement of the bow at appropriate speed along
different points of the sounding string.

SCHEMATIC MODEL AND ITS DYNAMICS
A 1chematic model is to be di1cussed next (Fig. 2). Let us
fint define the location of the oscillation centre of the
body. Before we address the problem a few words
concerning a well-known rule, to the effect that constant
I
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... . reCerred lo 88 a repre1en tation in the ph88e plane.
How can the movemen t of the band be represent ed on this
graph 7 When the speed i1 equal to zero, its reprerent ation
coincide • with the abrcis~ae axir. When the speed takes on
tome value, it i1 plotted 88 a straight line paraltel to the axil
(the speed being constant) and located above it (the speed
being directed to the right). On the graph, the straight
line i1 plotted above the ellipse, as the speed of the band
0!1 ) in the model described here must alwayr e;tceed even
the maxinrum speed (in the centre) of the oscillatin g body.
On the same graph we can see a real attenuatin g oscillatio n
.yltem plotted as a dotted line resembli ng a spiral having
gradually decreasin g amplitud e and speed. To transform
these attenuatin g oscillatio ns into continuo us ones, the
speed of the band is to be reduced to the value of V (Fig.4),
which i1 small er than the maximum speed of the body and is
plotted a1 the straight BC-Iine. Note in particula r that the
movemen t of both the band and the weight is going on in
one plane.

external force applied to an oscillatin g rystem diij)lacea the
oscillatio n centre by a distance proportio nal to that force
without changing the paramete N of oscillatio ru. The
displacem ent of the oscillatio n centre of a weight fiXed to a
vertical string, caused by gravitatio nar force of the weight.
might serve as a good illustratio n of the rule. A similar
displacem ent takes place on the string while ioundt are
being produced by the bow. In both cases the frequency of
oscillatio ns (the pitch of the sound) remains unchange d
whatever the external force applied might be. A111uming the
sliding friction force invariably conrtant, we obtain this
very system for the case under considera tion Starting from
point A (Fig.2) , where the spring is neither stretched nor
compress ed, the body is being displaced , owing to the
constant sliding friction force (Fsl), to point 0 by the
distance Fsi/K (K is the springine ss coefficie nt of the
spring) where it remains in the static balance state, like a
weight hanging on a spring.
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Fi8;2 Graphicai."schemP. of oscillatio ns o f a body fixed by a
spnng on an evenly moving band. A similar vertical model.
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By pu.IIin~ back ~e body or pushing it, it is brought into
the osc lllatton reg1me. The restoring force of oscillatio ns
p:esents a composi~e force : the spring stretchin g force
dtrected to the left 1s added up with the s liding force Fsl
directed to the right.
Were ~1ere .no energy losses in the material of the spring.
:md no atr reR t ~tance, the body would never stop oscillatin g.
. Let us exarmne th~ system dynamics and possible energy
tncrease compens atmg the losses by means of a graphical
scheme plotted along the displacem ent and speed axes. N.
first sight this graph differs from Fig.2 only in two
res~ects: the represent ation of the body it replaced by that
of 1ts mass centre and the spring and band are not shown~
the ir action being only implied (Fig.2, scheme). As ia
known, at the extreme points the oscillatio n speed is equal
to zero, reaching its maximum value in the centre. Let Ul
dra.w a vertical axis through the oscillatio n centre 0, along
whtch the traveling speed of the body change within orie
oscillato ry period is plotted. Real travels of the body are
proceedi ng in the plane of the band represent ed by the
abscissae axiR. As to the represent ation of the traveling
speed of the body at each oscill ation moment, its character
is such that the rectilinea r graph of the oscillatio n path is
transform ed into an ellipse. The positive travel (to the
right) is represent ed over the abscissae axis, whereas the
negative travel is under it (Fig.~). Such a visual graph is

Fig.3 Represen tation of an ideal and real friction
oscillatio n systems in the phase plane. B C points show the
1 1
movemen t of the band.

ut us assume point L as one where the body starts
oscillatin g. In point G (G 1) (here and afterward r we are
going to represent the points twice: with the !peed plotted
and not shown) the speeds of the body and the band
coincide; that is a static contact is observed resulting in
adhesion of the bodies. The travel of the coupled bodies
continues evenly with a speed equal to that of the band. The
bodies pau the centre of oscillatio ns 0 (01) and in some
point D CD1) the stretchin g force of the spring becomes
equal to the adhesive force (friction at rest Frest) AD =
1
FrestJK. N. this moment the body is detached from the
band. but u in point D CD1) the speed 01) of the body is
positive, and it continues movemen t effected by the
negative restoring force. In the extreme oscillato ry point
(M) the speed of the body is equal to zero and the body
begin" moving backwards (to the left). Having pllued the
extreme oscillato ry point (P), it again begins moving to the
right; and in this case, the coinciden ce of speeds, i.e. the
adhesion of bodiet, takes place in another point of the
oscillato ry path: in point E1 (El). 'Ihe combined bodie~
continue moving and having again been detached in point D
(D 1) the body continue s moving along its former path.
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Adhesion alwayo take!! place in point E 1(E 1), which meant
that oscillations have become stable and contirruous.
Graphically they are represented as a 'reduced' ellipse
PE1DMNP.

force (Fsl and Frest).
The effect of supplementary force similar to any
mechanical effect ia the product of force Fsuppl, and the
path traveled by the bmd durin~ the S perl?d. Let S- Vb T
(where T is the oscillatory penod and Vb 111 the speed of the
bmd). Hence, the effect P 1 - Fsuppl Vb T.
(1 ~
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Fig.4 Graph of continuous oscillation!! at the speed of the band V (11traight BC- line). The dotted line directed to the right from
point E 1shows attenuation of oscillations at speed V, (straight B1Crline).
TifE MAIN EQUAI10N FOR TirE MODEL
Further analysis and several relations yielded are based on
the assumption of the equality of lost and !!upplementary
energil'!s, the oscill<~tions being continuous. The phase
preHentation· of oscillations has proved il convenient mean11
of analysis. When the even r;peed of the band exceeds the
maximum speed of the body (see V 1, Fig.4 ), the external
force applied to the band, being equal to the r esistanr:e
force (according to Newton's law), is also equal by its
modulus to the sliding frictional force Fsl (friction in the
spindles of the band neglected). In this case oscillations are
atterruatiJJg, the initial stage of this attenuation being
presented by tl1e dotted line E1 E2R ... A1 a particular speed
of tile band caw;ing peri odic adhesion when oRcillationll
become continuous (i.e. at speed V), some other
'supplementary' force (Fsuppl) must obviously has been
added to the external force equal by its modulus to Fsl
which ultimately compensates energy losses. It is this
composite external force Fext = Fsl + Fsuppl that
determines the actual frictional force (Fact) generated in
the regime of continuous oscillations.
Strictly speaking, the movement of the bmd is referred to
as •even' only with regard to long time periods; within one
oscillatory period the movement of the bmd is now fast,
now slow because the external force ( equal by its modulua
to Fact) may be either greater or smaller than the resistmce

Within the oBcillotory period the effect of internal
friction in the material of the spring and air resistance lead
to a decrease of the amplitude by a value determined by the
attenuation coefficient 'n'. Hence, the MR section
representing this decrease :~ equal to Aln (A ili the
amplitude). AB. the resistance effect causing amplitude
decrease is equal to the amplitude restoring effect, that is 1
it leads to a retrogressive movement of the body from point
R to point M, the re lation to the effect is derived as the
product of the average restoring force applied to the body
in these points and the MR"" Aln path. Thus,

Pz - ( Ak

+ (A- Nn)k )12 • Nn.

(2)

. As under compensated oscillations P1 = Pz we get the

following principal equation for the system

Ak + (A- Aln)k A
Fsuppl Vb T = --------------------- • --2
n
Hence,
A2k (2n-1)
Fsuppl = --------------- (and Fact= Fsl + Fsuppl)
2n2 VbT

(3)

(4)

Finding the mass of the.body and 'k' coefficient from the
well- known relation T = ~m.lk', we define the oscillatory

period. With the s;peed oflhe band given, the value of the
amplitude can be found using a numerical method; for
example, a table can be drawn up showing change9 observed
in. the spring stretching force at equal time intervals
according to the law F = m a. Ai the moment the body is
detached from. the band their speeds are equal and the
stretching force of the spring (by the modulus) is equal to
"' Frest. The amp litude depends on the length of the spring
when the speed of the body is equal to zero.

CONTINUOUS OSCILLATIONS
However, what is more important is to define the
following critical values of t.he pr ocess: the limiting speed
of the band (if the speed exceeds its upper or lower limit,
no continuous oscillations can be generated); the limiting
Y::~lut:s of amplitudes anr:l tlwRe of the actual friction force
in the osc'iliatory regime.
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Suppose the Rpeed of the band is increased only once (the
'new" speed must not exceed the maximum speed of the
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Fig.6 A real system. Energy losses increase nimultaneously with speed and amplitude growth. The limiting sectionED is
equal to OD.
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to V·I in the second case it i~ equal to zero. Thus, one and
.
'
the same effect of internal resistan
ce force causmg ener&Y
dispersion along the body's path, equal to four amplitudes,
is plotted on two paths along which these effecls are being
realized, are equal too. As to the limit of the E2D (~d of
the MR-se ction too) it is not difficult to define il W1th the
"speed of the band increas ing. point E2 and E1 adhesion
point, symme tric to the former, approach the oscilla tory
centre 0 1(0) (Fig.6). The points having merged in point 0,
further energy loss growth will result in the following
phenomenon: the speed of the body wi 11 no longer ~ai~ the
speed of the band, even in the centre of osc11lat10ns;
adhesion will be impossible and oscillat ions will attenuate.
Hence, it is OD1 (01D) section equal to (Frest- Fsl)lk that
is the limit to E2D and MR-sections; and since A"' MR n
then
Alim = (Frest- Fsl) n I k.

(5)

In the limiting case the maximum speed of the body in the
centre of oscillat ions (amplitude speed) is equal to the
· speed of the band, as adhesion takes plac~ in the c~ntre of
oscillations. AB we know, the equation relatmg the
amplitude spe~d to the amplitude and ?).£il.Jatory period is ·
the following: V(A) =A 2 ~/ T; T = 2ft\ln!k.' Hence,

Frest - Fsl

v2amp Vmk.'(2n-t)
Fsuppl - ••••••• • •••••••••••••
Vb
~2

(9)

Since Vb i11 always smaller than Vamp (Vb.lim = Vamp)
Fsuppl increases with the growth of the band's speed up to
the momen t it reaches its critical value (at Vamp= Vb). The
critical speed having been attained, oscillat ions attenuate
and Fact falls to Fsl.
·
For the 1ake of clarity we think it necessa ry to present the
following munerical example (in crn/gla units): let Frest "'"
80 dynes, Fat - ~0 dynes, n- 10, k • 10,000 , m- 100 g,
then Fsuppl = (80-50 )• (20·1)/ 12S.6 = 4.S
es Fac ""
so+ 4.S- S4.S dynes. Vb- (8o-so )•to 1 to,ooo •too0.3 cm/1; at the minimum speed of the band Fact ""
(2•so• 1 o + 80 - SO) I 2•1 o = t 030 I 20 = 51.5 dynes.
Numerical calculations show that when the speed of the
band is equal to 0.1 cm/s Fact""' 51.62 dynes; at 0.2 cm/s
Fact"" S3.2 dynes; at 0.3 cm/s Fact = ~4.8 dynes (errors
are due to rounding off of intermediate data).

Frest - Fsl

Vb =Va= -------- ------ • n""' -------- ----- • n

kVrnik

-oscilla tory regime when the speed of the band changes 7
Let u11 reduce the eJq>reuion for Fsuppl to

v;;k

(6)

Having in view the equation for Fsuppl, and perform ing
~;ome simple reduction~;, we arrive at a rather simple
expression for Fact.lim

\

(Frest- Fsl)(2n -1)
Fa.ct.lim = Fsl + --·----- -------- ------4\tn

(7)

I

\ With the speed of the b~d decreasing, the amplitude,
naturally, decreases too; but it cannot be smaller than the
ODrsec tion because the body can never be detached from
the band and move backward before it has reached the D1
detachment point. With the speed of the band tending to
zero, the 1st semipe riod of body oscillat ions (to the right)
is quite long (the speed of the body is equal to that of the
bant:f); a.nd the second semipe riod is the semipe riod of free
oscillations. Thus, the oscillat ions stop being harmonic and
the ftmction of the external force equal by its moduiUJ! to
Fact consist s in "dragging• the body off the adhesion point
and bringing it to the detachment point. This force taken as
the average stretching force in these two points is easily
calculated. We avoid presentin~ here routine calculations,
with the attenuation coeffic ient taken into conaideration,
we wou~d jusllik e to note that force
Facllim = (2Fsl.f\+ Frest- Fsl) I 2n

(8)

when the speed of the band tends to zero.
How does the actual frictional force change in the

Fig. 7 Dependence of . frictional.•.force on relative travel
speed in the oscillat ion regime. With the strip-o f-board
speed' decreasing, the rubber thread (dynamometer) ill
shortening, thus illustrating frictional force decrease.
CONC LUSIO NS
Nelrt we are going to describe a simple eJq>edment
clearly illustrating the dependence of frictional force on
speed observed in the oscillat ory regime (Fig.7). The
friction pair represe nts a piece of slightly to!lined polished
glass along which a bar with a springy elemen t, a rigidly
fixed razor blade protruding downwards by 4-S mm, is
traveling. A rubber thread (a 40 cm long dynamometer) is
att.ached to the bar. The bar is traveling by means of the
following appliance: along the travel path a SO cin strip of
board ia placed, carrying at each end a tranaverse plank; the
front plank being fixed to the end of the rubber thread
the back plank placed behind the bar in such a way that the
bar (it.s weight is 10·80 g) should touch the plank when the
.strip of board is moving faat. The essence of the
eJq>eriment consist s in demonstrating the following
phenomenon: when the bar is traveling slowly it moves
away from the back plank because rubber stretching is
weakening. In other words, frictional force is decreasing.
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Vlhen the movement becomes faster, the increase of the
oscillation amplitude of the blade results in the
intensification of the blade vibration sound. Though such a
simple experiment can in no way provide data allowing
asBessment of quantitative relations, it clearly illustrates
the general tendency.
The relations we have arrived at, after they have been
carefully checked and verified, may be of UBe when, for
example, springy bodies come into .contact with "dry"
friction and longitudinal (tangential) oscillations are
generated. It, particularly, concerns calculations relating to
metal processing and cutting or braking processes,
transportation, etc. It goes without saying that similar
techniques are already available, but in our opinion
different approaches to one and the same problem must
always be helpful.
The investigation carried out may probably appear helpful
to musicians playing bow instruments, for it is very
important for them to understand that the increase of the
amplitude of string oscill ations (i.e. of sound intensity)
directly depends on the speed of the bow rather than on the
pressure applied to the string (i.e. on the frictional force).

attained through greater pressure applied to the string. So
the influence of pressure on sotmd intensity is quite
evident; but the speed of the bow is still a more significant
factor. And finally, we cannot but admit the fact confirmed
by our experiment, that the speed of the bow is determined
by the string itself (for the musician to hear!) and depends
on the point where they both come into contact.
Experiments on the dynamics of a frictional system
representing a body, fixed by a spring on an evenly moving
band, and its theoretical inve!ligation, allow us to draw the
following conclusions:
(1) Relations concerning friction and oscillation
parameters for the common regime and actual frictional
force for the.friction oscillation regime are defined.
(2) The following values have been obtained: relative
movement speeds in the range of which oocillation regime
is posoible, limiting oscillation amplitudes and frictional
force in the oscillation regime.
(3) The dependence of frictional force on relative
movement speed oboerved in the oscillation regime is
shown.
(4) Dependencies of bow-strong interaction are shown.

The fact iR that in the ir desire to intensify the sound, some
musicians involuntarily •overwork" when pressing the string
without moving the bow faster, which r crults in a creaking
sound because of oscillati on dtsturbance. The situati on is
qu ite different when speaking of the Frest- Fsl difference
whit:h influenr:es the I imiting Rpeed of the bow and the
oBcillation amplitude of the string, and which can be
increased only owing to a total increase of frictional force

( 1) Kragelsky,J.V.: Friction and Wear. Moscow, 1963.
( 2] Panovko,J. G., Gubanova,J.J.: Stability and Oscillations
of Springy Systems. Moscow, (1967).
(3) Reley: Sound Theory. (1955).
[4] Lawergren,B.: On the Motion of Bowed Violin Strings.
Acustica, v.44, 194-206, (1980) .
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